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The BFKL equation [1] is very important for the theory of the Regge processes at high
energy
p
s in perturbative QCD. In particular, it can be used together with the DGLAP
equation [2] for the description of the structure functions for the deep inelastic ep scattering
at small values of the Bjorken variable x. It was derived more than twenty years ago in the
leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) for the Regge region [1], that means summation




. Recently also the radiative corrections to the kernel
of the equation have been calculated [3]-[9] and the explicit form of the kernel in the next-
to-leading approximation (NLA) for the case of forward scattering was found [10, 11]. A
number of subsequent papers (see, for instance [12]) were devoted to the investigation of
its consequences.
In the BFKL approach the high energy scattering amplitudes are expressed in terms
of the Green function of two interacting Reggeized gluons and of the impact factors of
the colliding particles [1, 10, 13, 14]. The BFKL equation allows to determine this Green
function for forward scattering (t = 0 and singlet color state in the t-channel). The impact
factors must be calculated separately and only in some cases (such as strongly-virtual
photon or hard mesons) perturbation theory is applicable.
The key role in the derivation of the BFKL equation is played by the gluon Reggeiza-
tion. In the LLA the Reggeization was noticed in the rst orders of the perturbation
theory and, assuming that it is correct to all orders, the equation for the t-channel partial
waves of the elastic scattering amplitudes was derived [1]. It is evident that, for gluon
quantum numbers in the t-channel, the solution of this equation must reproduce the gluon
Reggeization. This was explicitly demonstrated in Ref. [1]. This \bootstrap" condition
represents a stringent test of the gluon Reggeization, although it cannot be considered as a
proof. In the LLA such proof was constructed in Ref. [15]. In the NLA the gluon Reggeiza-
tion has only been checked in the rst three orders of the perturbation theory [6]. Since it
forms the base of the BFKL approach, a more stringent test is desirable. As well as in the
LLA, such test is provided by the \bootstrap" condition. Using the gluon Reggeization as
a base, it is possible to represent the high energy scattering amplitudes as a convolution of
the impact factors of the colliding particles and of the Green function for two interacting
Reggeized gluons (see Eq. (2.3) below) not only for the forward scattering, but also for
non-zero momentum transfer
p
 t and arbitrary color states in the t-channel [16]. For the
case of octet color representation, the requirement of self-consistency leads to two \boot-
strap" equations for the gluon Reggeization in the NLA (Eqs. (34) and (35) in Ref. [16]).
Besides providing a stringent check of the gluon Reggeization, these equations are impor-
tant since they contain almost all the values appearing in the NLA BFKL kernel and so
provide a global test of calculations carried out over a long period of time [3]-[9] and only
in a small part independently performed [8] or checked [17, 18].
The rst bootstrap condition involves the kernel of the non-forward BFKL equation
for octet color representation in the t-channel, expressed in terms of the eective vertices
for the Reggeon-Reggeon interaction. The explicit demonstration that it is satised in
the part concerning the quark{anti-quark contribution was given in Ref. [19] for arbitrary
1
space-time dimension. The second bootstrap condition involves the impact factors of the
scattered particles for octet color representation in the t-channel, expressed in terms of
the eective vertices for the Reggeon-particle interaction. For the case of gluon impact
factors, the explicit proof that this equation is satised has been given in Ref. [20] for
arbitrary space-time dimension and massive quarks for both the helicity conserving and
non-conserving parts. It must be stressed that for this proof it is suÆcient to use the
integral representation of the NLA non-forward gluon impact factors with color octet
states in the t-channel and it is not necessary to perform explicit integration and to
consider other color states. However, the impact factors have their own value, therefore
in Ref. [20] they have been obtained in the gluon case for arbitrary color representation in
the t-channel and the explicit integrations have been explicitly carried out in the massless
quark case.
The main aim of this paper is to demonstrate the fulllment of the second bootstrap
condition also in the case of quark impact factors, along the same lines as in Ref. [20].
We determine an integral representation of the NLA non-forward quark impact factors for
arbitrary space-time dimension and representation of the color group and check that the
second bootstrap condition for the octet representation is satised for both the helicity
conserving and non-conserving parts. The integrations are then carried out explicitly in
the case of massless quarks.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we explain the method of calculation,
in Section 3 and 4 we obtain the integral representation of the contributions to the quark
impact factors from one-quark and from quark-gluon intermediate states, respectively; in
Section 5 the check of the second bootstrap condition is explicitly demonstrated for both
the helicity conserving and non-conserving parts; in Section 6 the integrations representing
the NLA non-forward quark impact factors are carried out in the massless quark case.
Section 7 contains the summary and a short discussion.
2 Method of calculation
The bootstrap conditions for the gluon Reggeization in the NLA were derived in Ref. [16].













































are the momenta of the initial and nal particles, respectively.

































































































































In the case of gluon quantum numbers and negative signature in the t-channel, the ampli-







































are the particle-particle-Reggeon (PPR) vertices which do
not depend on s and j(t) = 1 + !(t) is the Reggeized gluon trajectory. In the derivation
of the BFKL equation, this form is assumed to be valid also in the NLA. On the other
side, the s-channel unitarity of the scattering matrix leads to (see Fig. 1, where the wavy






















































































stands for the scattering amplitude with the representation R of the color
group in the t-channel. In the above equation, the index  enumerates the states in









transform of the Green function for the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering [16]. Here and below
we do not indicate the signature since it is dened by the symmetry of the representation
R in the product of the two octet representations. The parameter s
0
is an arbitrary energy
3
Figure 2: Schematic description of the intermediate state contributions to the impact
factor.
scale introduced in order to dene the partial wave expansion of the scattering amplitudes
through the Mellin transform. The dependence on this parameter disappears in the full
expressions for the amplitudes. The space-time dimension D = 4 + 2 is kept dierent














































; ~q) ; (2.4)
where K
(R)






(which will be used also in the following).
The two bootstrap conditions derived in Ref. [16] follow from the comparison between
the imaginary part of the amplitude (2.2) with the imaginary part given by Eq. (2.3) in
the case of the gluon representation in the t-channel. In this paper we are interested in

























































































the Born and one-loop parts of the PPR eective vertex.
The denition of the non-forward impact factors with color state  of the irreducible































is the projector of the two-gluon color states in the t-channel on the irreducible





is the unprojected impact




















































































































For brevity we do not perform here and below an explicit expansion in 
s
; evidently this
expansion is assumed and only the leading and the next-to-leading terms should be kept.




the eective amplitude for the production of the system ffg (see Fig. 2) in the collision









































. In the fragmentation region of the
particles A and A
0
, all the transverse momenta as well as the squared invariant squared
mass s
AR








In Eq. (2.7) the summation is over all the possible intermediate states which can be pro-
duced in the NLA and the integration is over the particle-Reggeon squared invariant mass






























in the case of an n-particle system. The parameter s

, which limits the integration over
s
AR
in Eq. (2.7), is introduced in order to separate the contributions frommulti-Regge and
quasi-multi-Regge kinematics (MRK and QMRK) and is to be considered as tending to
innity. The dependence on this parameter disappears due to the cancellation between the
rst and the second terms in the R.H.S. of Eq. (2.7). The second term of Eq. (2.7) contains
the s
0






, and the unprojected






























































) the Born eective amplitude for the production of one gluon G with
helicity 
G
in the collision of two Reggeized gluons carrying color indices c
1





, respectively. The denitions (2.6) and (2.7) apply also in the case of colorless
particle as well as in the case of charged QCD particles. Of course, the impact factor in
the octet color representation, entering the bootstrap condition (2.5), makes sense only
for colored particles.
In this paper we consider the non-forward quark impact factors. At the NLA the only
intermediate states ffg which can contribute to the quark impact factor (2.7) are one-
quark and a quark-gluon system. The second term in the R.H.S of Eq. (2.7), which is
5
a counterterm for the LLA part of the rst term, will be attributed to the quark-gluon
intermediate state. In the following, we will determine the integral representation of the
non-forward quark impact factors in arbitrary space-time dimension D = 4 + 2 and
keeping the quark massive. Then, after checking that the bootstrap condition (2.5) is
satised, we perform the integrations for the case of massless quarks, using the expansion
in  when necessary.
3 One-quark contribution
In the case of the one-quark contribution, the squared invariant mass s
AR

























































is the quark-quark-Reggeon (QQR) eective vertex, which was obtained in








































represent the radiative corrections to the helicity conserving and to the helicity
non-conserving parts of the QQR eective interaction vertex, t
c
QA
is the (Q;A) matrix
element of the color group generator t
c
in the fundamental representation and the Æ-



















































































































































































































































The radiative corrections  
(+)(1)
QQ



































































































































































































































































The expression for  
( )(1)
QQ















































































































In the above equations,  (x) is the Euler  -function and  (x) its logarithmic derivative.









vanish in the zero quark mass limit.
7
4 Quark-gluon contribution
In this Section we calculate the NLA contribution to the quark impact factor from the

















































and over the color indices g





we use the notation g also for the coupling constant, this can not be misleading here). We
remind that the above expression must be completed including the counterterm, i.e. the
second term in the R.H.S. of Eq. (2.7). We will consider this term at the end of the Section.

































































































































In the last of these equations we have used also Eq. (2.8).




obtained in Ref. [22] using for convenience the the gauge (ep
2
) = 0, although all the





















































































































the gluon polarization vector and 

?










































has the same form of the amplitude  
c
fQGgA











), i.e. by the light-cone



































































































































































































































































































































































































given in Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), (4.12) and



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) and have explicitly separated the helicity con-
serving terms (labeled by (+)) from the terms which, after integration, give the helicity
non-conserving contribution to the bootstrap condition (2.5) (labeled by ( )).
Putting together the above results and using Eq. (4.5), the quark-gluon production

























































where now  = 
1

















, respectively. The lower limit in the integration









and follows from the cut in the integration over s
AR
given by the
-function in the Eq. (4.1).











































































































































; ~q) we can put the lower limit in the integration over 
equal to zero, since there is no divergence for s
























































































































































where we have put again 
0
= 0 since there is no divergence for innite s

























































































for which again 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where only in the latter integration 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As anticipated at the beginning of this Section, we take now into account the contri-




























































































































































are color group generators in the adjoint representation, it is easy to obtain the











































































































This counterterm leads to the cancellation of the s

-dependence in Eq. (4.27), which comes












; ~q), as it can be easily checked comparing
Eqs. (4.27), (4.29), (4.38) and (4.42).
5 The check of the bootstrap condition
We have now all the contributions needed to check the bootstrap condition given in
Eq. (2.5). First of all, we must consider the quark impact factors in the octet color
representation in the t-channel. According to Eq. (2.6), this means that the contributions
to the unprojected quark impact factors from one-quark intermediate state, Eq. (3.1),
from quark-gluon intermediate state, Eq. (4.27), and from the counterterm, Eq. (4.42),




























































































































































































































































































































































































































; ~q) are given
in Eqs. (4.29), (4.30), (4.32), (4.34) and (4.35), respectively. We can now proceed to check









































































































































































































































































































































































) are the quark and gluon contributions





































































































































































The check of the bootstrap condition is now a matter of recognizing similar terms in the
L.H.S. and the R.H.S. written above and performing cancellations. We can separate this
task into two parts, namely we can concentrate separately on helicity conserving and on
helicity non-conserving terms. The rst part is not quite independent of the calculation of
the two-loop correction to the gluon trajectory [6], since it was performed assuming that
the gluon Reggeization holds, by comparison of the s-channel discontinuity dictated by the
Regge form (2.2) with that calculated from the unitarity. Therefore, it represents more a
test of correctness of all the calculations involved in the determination of the trajectory
and of the impact factors. The part related to the helicity non-conserving terms is a quite
new check of the gluon Reggeization, for the spin structure which is absent in the LLA.
It is worthwhile to mention that the Reggeization in this structure is not necessary for
the derivation of the BFKL equation. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to verify that it
holds, by considering that the following cancellations occur between a set of terms in the
L.H.S. and a set of terms in the R.H.S.:






















The check of the bootstrap for the helicity conserving part is not less straightforward,
although the list of cancellations to perform is longer:
































































In the second cancellation for the helicity non-conserving part and in the third cancellation























dx (1   )
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= (1   )x.
This completes the check of the bootstrap condition for quark impact factors.
6 Quark impact factors in massless QCD
In this Section we will calculate explicitly the integrals which contribute to the quark
impact factors, restricting ourselves to the case of massless quark, which is acceptable for
all practical applications. In this case, only the helicity conserving part of the quark impact
factor survives and most of the remaining integrals can be calculated for arbitrary . We









) dened in Eq. (2.7). In
order to obtain the quark impact factor in a denite (octet or singlet) color representation
in the t-channel, it is suÆcient to use Eq. (2.6), with the help of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), for
























































for the singlet case.
We start for completeness from the quark impact factors at the Born level, which was





























At one-loop level, we must consider the contribution from one-quark and quark-gluon
intermediate states and from the counterterm { Eqs. (3.5), (4.27) and (4.42), respectively.
Let's start from the one-quark contribution to the color unprojected quark impact factor









































































































































were given in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), respectively, while a
(+)
g
was already given in explicit






can be easily calculated in the






























































Using Eq. (3.6) for the one-loop gluon trajectory and summing up all the terms in the



































































 (1  )  2 () +  (1) +
1


















Next, we consider the contributions to the quark impact factors from quark-gluon
intermediate state, Eq. (4.27), and from the counterterm, Eq. (4.42). In the massless





















































































































































































; ~q) were given in Eqs. (4.29), (4.34) and







































































































































































































where the cancellation of the s

-dependence occurred as anticipated in Section 4. The
term K
1












































can be calculated only in the -expansion. Its explicit form up to the



























































; ~q) with the part of the



































































































































































































































































dened so that jj  .





; ~q). In the massless quark case, it can













































Summarizing, we can write the contribution to the quark impact factors from quark-

















































































; ~q) given in Eqs. (6.11), (6.15), (6.18), respectively.
In the special case of forward scattering, the expression for the quark impact factor at













































), is given in the
explicit form for arbitrary  by the R.H.S. of Eq. (6.8) evaluated at t = 0. In order to











and from the counterterm at t = 0, it is necessary to calculate the integrals in the R.H.S.











































































+2 (1   ) + 2 (1 + 2)  2 (1)  2 () 
1


































Let us present in the explicit form the color singlet impact factor. Performing the










































































































































The quark impact factor in the forward case (t = 0 and color singlet in the t-channel)
was considered in Refs. [11, 24, 25]. In Refs. [24, 25] it was calculated for massless quarks
with accuracy up to terms nite in the ! 0 limit. In this particular case our result (6.23)
is in agreement with the corresponding result of Ref. [25], though the comparison is not
straightforward because of the dierent denitions adopted. For details see Ref. [20].
7 Discussion
In this paper we have obtained an integral representation for the NLA non-forward quark
impact factors with singlet and octet representation in the t-channel in QCD with massive
quarks for arbitrary space-time dimension D = 4 + 2. Using this integral representation,
we have explicitly veried the fulllment of the \second" bootstrap condition derived in
Ref. [16] for the gluon Reggeization at the NLA in perturbative QCD. This check is very
important since the gluon Reggeization plays the most relevant role in the derivation of the
BFKL equation at the NLA. Moreover, it represents a test of correctness of the calculations
performed so far to determine the NLA corrections to the BFKL equation. Subsequently,
we have carried out explicitly the integrations in the case of massless quarks, using the
-expansion when necessary.
We nally note that throughout the paper we have used the unrenormalized coupling
constant g and the same parameter  to regularize both infrared and ultraviolet diver-
gences. The nal result for the quark impact factors is aected by both kind of diver-























The infrared divergences, however, are not canceled. This is expected for the quark impact
factor, since the quark is a colored object, whereas impact factors of colorless particles
only must be infrared safe. Recall that for the colorless particles the infrared safety of the
impact factors is guaranteed [26] by their denition given in [16] and used in this paper.
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